
CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORY COMMENT 

KITCHEN BETTER a better kitchen 

KITCHEN BIGGER  Bigger kitchen. 

KITCHEN BIGGER  Expand the kitchen and make it more useful. 

KITCHEN BIGGER Bigger kitchen 

KITCHEN BIGGER 
Move and expand kitchen—great distraction when trying to meditate and 

someone back working in kitchen or trying to be quiet when in kitchen. 

KITCHEN COMMERCIAL (Commercial) dishwasher is a small but important item 

KITCHEN COMMERCIAL 

Commercial kitchen. Present one too small and crowded. Like Jennifer’s idea of 

using our kitchen for the broader community--Meals on Wheels, homeless 

shelter, etc. 

KITCHEN INDUSTRIAL Need industrial kitchen. 

KITCHEN LOCATION Need to get rid of kitchen and keep our main building spiritual. 

KITCHEN 
MORE 

EFFICIENT 
Kitchen - needs to be a more efficient space. 

KITCHEN NOISE Kitchen generates a lot of noise. 

KITCHEN SPACE Need a bigger kitchen 

KITCHEN SPACE Need more space in the kitchen and a commercial dishwasher 

FELLOWSHIP HALL FLOW Flow between rooms in a fellowship hall is important as is eliminating crowding. 

FELLOWSHIP HALL FUNDRAISING Bigger space for fundraising purposes 

FELLOWSHIP HALL KITCHEN 
Front of the building, a social area much bigger, a new kitchen, places to rent 

out, 

FELLOWSHIP HALL MORE SPACE 
Need more space to interact – narthex is not good enough for greeting friends, 

etc.. Meeting hall?  

FELLOWSHIP HALL 
MULTI-

FUNCTIONAL 
Also need dedicated meeting space like for Qigong; have multipurpose rooms 



FELLOWSHIP HALL PRIORITY A fellowship hall with classrooms and choir room is the place to start. 

FELLOWSHIP HALL 
SEAMLESS 

MIXING 

Need to enhance “mixing space” – of the narthex.  Intentionally design 

fellowship space so that we can greet one another – suggest seamless mixing of 

inside/outside space that could be used based on weather (e.g., courtyard area).   

FELLOWSHIP HALL 
SHARE / 

INTERACT 

The 10-15 minutes for coffee, squeezed into the narthex is not enough for us to 

maintain a connected web of congregants. Need more opportunities to share 

and interact. Need spaces (and perhaps times) to do this. 

FELLOWSHIP HALL SOCIAL JUSTICE Bigger Fellowship hall for social justice. 

FELLOWSHIP HALL SOCIAL SPACE 

Space for socialization—community building—right now can’t hear people 

because sounds bounce around (especially for people wearing hearing aids). 

People might want a place to sit down, have a cup of coffee—nowhere to do 

this. Need to have space for groups after the service. 

FELLOWSHIP HALL SPACE LARGER Need a larger fellowship space 

FELLOWSHIP HALL SPACE QUIETER Need a quieter fellowship space 

PARKER ACCESSIBILITY Can’t make Parker accessible 

PARKER ACCESSIBILITY Feel uncomfortable in Parker, with the door opening right into the sitting room 

PARKER ACCESSIBILITY Parker is inaccessibility, middle school space is limited-size and function; 

PARKER AWKWARD Now with Ellen’s desk right there at the door, it feels awkward 

PARKER BASEMENT Can we renovate the Parker basement if possible.  

PARKER BASEMENT Parker basement is seedy and not inviting. 

PARKER FUTURE 
Not so sure that Parker (the building) should stay up, a separate building there 

that could serve several purposes. 

PARKER INTEGRATE Parker to be integrated with campus 

PARKER MAINTENANCE Parker house needs a lot of work. 

PARKER SPACE Parker needs to be larger, 

WORSHIP AV Televise our services 



WORSHIP 
CAMPUS 

MINISTRY 

Have a smaller worship space to bring the campus community to WUU’s campus 

instead of have a second WUU service on campus. 

WORSHIP IDEA 

80% does feel full- UUFP has dedicated first time visitor seats dedicated at rear 

for them.  We should do this, as newcomers do not want to squeeze in between 

strangers. 

WORSHIP IDEA Change habit to sit without leaving a space between us and the next person 

WORSHIP IDEA 

Question expanding the sanctuary – like it as it is, cozy. (To solve the space 

problems) Make first service more popular. Don’t want it to be cavernous  when 

we don’t have a large crowd—then it’s too big 

WORSHIP IDEA Would be less expensive to pay for music than to  build larger 

WORSHIP MORE SERVICES Better to use a true 2
nd

 service, circle worship is not this, though it is good. 

WORSHIP MORE SERVICES Format and layout of that service doesn’t create two real services 

WORSHIP MORE SERVICES Second true service so we can leave the sanctuary alone. 

WORSHIP NOISE Noise from the kitchen effects service 

LOCATION ACCESSIBILITY 

More accessible to more people, only way to get here is by car.  Covenant 

groups, etc. make us a voice in the community that limits who can attend.  We 

could do so much more for the community (SJ) if we had greater accessibility 

LOCATION COMMUNITY 

Should we consider building somewhere else – a completely separate site that 

builds the presence of WUU within the greater community. We are about more 

than this campus and the congregation. 

LOCATION MOVE? 
Hand me down church” move into someone else’s church that they have grown 

out of and hand ours down to another group 

LOCATION OUTREACH 
Off-campus idea--outside the box. Worth further exploration—could be some 

outreach benefit. 

LOCATION STOREFRONT Should we have a storefront to reach people 



LOCATION STOREFRONT 
Thought for a while we could go off campus so people could get to us without a 

car, maybe a storefront, but I’m not sure we’re ready for that. 

LOCATION 
VEGETABLE 

GARDEN 
Compost a different place 

LOCATION 
VEGETABLE 

GARDEN 
Veggie garden needs to be moved; more leadership 

LOCATION VISION Our church is too separated from the ethnic areas of Williamsburg 

$ CHALLENGE 
A huge financial challenge. Hopeful there is a creative community to 

conceptualize what we want and how it will happen. 

$ EXPENSIVE 
Know not supposed to talk about money. Frightfully expensive. Can’t begin to 

think where the money will come from. 

$ MAINTENANCE Need to do it in a way we can maintain 

$ MORTGAGE 
We’re close to paying off our mortgage that will enable us to afford modest 

expansion. 

$ RENTAL 

Design spaces that could be used by community  - rented out, perhaps bring in 

income for WUU to subsidize costs.  E.g., classroom space that could be used for 

other activities – daycare, community classes, etc. 

$ SOCIAL JUSTICE 
Lets look at ways we can spend not more than is absolutely necessary. Let’s not 

be ostentatious while people are starving around us 

$ STATISTICS Finances- will need growth of numbers for income or in conjunction with 

$ WILL IT COME? 
Tend to be more affluent and more educated but we don’t tithe and give our 

money elsewhere to a lot of causes. How will we make this come to fruition? 

PATIO + Like the covered patio 

PATIO 
EXPAND 

BUILDING 
Like to expand where canopy is but the slope might inhibit that 



PATIO GUTTERS 
At auction, covered outdoor area was great except a gap between roof and 

sanctuary building had water pouring off the roof.  No gutters. 

PATIO LANDSCAPE Where patio is, plantings are too bare, so it needs landscape help 

PATIO SOCIAL SPACE Sees how the patio could evolve into a social hall 

PATIO SUGGESTION 
Open up foyer onto patio or enlarge into patio--glass in patio area so doors could 

be opened up. 

PATIO SUGGESTION 
The canopy is going to be hard to expand because of the RPA but how about a 

deck out that way in addition to a fellowship hall 

VISIBILITY ART 
 Need to increase our visibility from the street with a real eye catcher burning 

chalice or a statue out front. 

VISIBILITY ENTRANCE More visible at entrance—people drive by and don’t find us. 

VISIBILITY ENTRANCE 
Pluses and minuses to visibility—St. Bede’s is hidden but very appealing when 

you go there and see the building. They have a big sign, crossing guard. 

VISIBILITY ENTRANCE 
We have a visibility problem set so far back people don’t know we are here. As 

we do whatever we’re going to do, houses, then the sign—enhance our visibility. 

VISIBILITY SIGNAGE Improved signage on campus 

VISIBILITY VALUES 

Need to have some evidence from the road that we are living our values.  

Preserve green space or highlight green construction practices close to 

Ironbound Rd. 

VISIBILITY WHO WE ARE 
Have something out front, that can be seen from the road (e.g., treehouse) that 

SHOWS people we are different. 

COMMENT + Everything I think of is positive now, so hard to think of problems 

COMMENT BELONGING People need a place to belong before they believe in the cause. 

COMMENT CARPOOL Encourage people to carpool – increase fellowship, decrease parking issues.   

COMMENT FEEL Expansion should maybe try to capture that feel instead of overly institutional. 

COMMENT VALUES Attend because of values and community.   



FAHS - Fahs house has problem of limited-size and function. We are limiting ourselves 

FAHS ? Can we enhance Fahs? 

FAHS FAHS MISSION 
I don’t see Fahs house as being a permanent place for our programs. Maybe it 

can serve as outreach. 

FAHS LOOKS BETTER Now, inside Fahs it looks more like the sanctuary, with its paint, windows, etc. 

FAHS SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Use Fahs house as alternative housing for homeless family. GWAM initiating a 

new program for each congregation to bring a family from destitution to self-

sufficency. All congregation members would be responsible for one family—we 

would have 20 families being helped by communities of faith. 

LIBRARY CHILDREN 
Need a larger library—UUA has great books that we could share would help with 

education==especially a children’s library 

LIBRARY COFFEE HOUSE Library that is expanded into a coffee house with small sitting groups 

LIBRARY 
MULTI-

FUNCTIONAL 
A large expanded library from which items like books, coffee, etc. could be sold 

LIBRARY SUGGESTION Christian Science Reading Room – what about this concept for us? 

LIBRARY VISION 
What is the purpose of the library--it’s a dumping ground. Space is wasted there. 

Should there be a library in the future? 

SPACE DANCE Need dance space 

SPACE 
MEETING AND 

CLASSROOM 

Meeting space and classroom space. Need to be able to accommodate the 

children, both in LFD activities AND in the regular services. 

SPACE SMALL/MEDIUM We lack small spaces and medium spaces 

SPACE SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Space in terms of social justice such as the service for Trayvon Martin and 

experience his family has gone through—wouldn’t it be nice to have a space for 

larger community to join us in a meaningful way. 



SPACE YOUNG ADULTS 

Space for young adults, providing really good activities for young adults. If we 

had space we could have campouts, sit-ins, activities; demonstrations; letter 

writing campaigns (like with Amnesty International). 

TECHNOLOGY + Multimedia use it to facilitate and engage, not to make it about the technology 

TECHNOLOGY AV 
 Need rooms with high technology, spaces that could house other spiritual 

groups. 

TECHNOLOGY LFD 
Good wireless network so teachers can use it in their classrooms. Maybe 10 

laptops or so—facilities for training those outside WUU. High level technology. 

TECHNOLOGY 
MULTI-

FUNCTIONAL 

Flat screened TVs and electronics will be needed in classrooms in the future to 

help kids learn, much as we are now doing in the Sanctuary. 

TECHNOLOGY VISION 

Technology—don’t ignore it even though we focus on nature. Think of other 

ways of communication and updating technology now for things like 

presentations. Invest in portable projectors and stay updated. 

WALT + Like WALT classes 

WALT 
NOT TOP 

PRIORITY 
We support WALT and only 15% of classes were at WUU 

WALT SPACE 
WALT needs spaces to accomplish their mission – new space should be able to 

accommodate their needs. 

WALT WALT WALT should be accommodated 

WALT 
WALT 

COMMUNITY 

E.g., WALT – better facilities will enhance Williamsburg. Quality of life for the 

whole community, even non-members. 

STEWARDSHIP MAINTENANCE Assess the cost of maintenance and build into our budget to keep pace. 

STEWARDSHIP MAINTENANCE Its hard to take care of what we have now 

STEWARDSHIP MISSION Strong commitment of financial to meet for mission goals 

STEWARDSHIP 
YOUNGER 

MEMBERS 
Need to help to make younger group take ownership of the church 



MEDITATION CHAPEL Serene Chapel/Meditation space with views of woods- serene 

MEDITATION GROUP SPACE Meditation space for smaller groups 

MEDITATION OUTSIDE 
Dreaming- an open meditation space- Space for a labyrinth, space for various 

spiritual practices to find peace, water feature 

MISC 
BULLETIN 

BOARD 

Need a central bulletin board what people request what they need or offer 

help, like finding someone to go to Shrek or asking for help cutting up a tree. 

MISC NOISY 
Super practical—WUU would function better if all the doors would function 

better—front door is noisy, slams. 

MISC NOISY The (front) doors are very noisy. 

RESTROOMS IMPROVE Improve the bathrooms 

RESTROOMS 
NON-GENDER-

SPECIFIC 

A non-gender-specific bathroom not only because we’re committed to being 

a welcoming congregation. (As a mother) I was in the men’s room because 

my son couldn’t get his belt off. There was a visitor in there at the same 

time….We need a family bathroom or one that doesn’t say men or women. 

Maybe more accessibility to the bathrooms. 

RESTROOMS UNISEX Unisex restrooms—at GA restrooms were designated unisex. 

SIGNAGE SUGGESTION Put directional signs in the Circle  

SIGNAGE VISION Want to drive up and see a clear inviting message out front of who we are 

SIGNAGE WORDS Sign should we use the word worship or service? 

STATISTICS VISION Do we see us doubling? Where are we going with size? 

W&M 
CAMPUS 

MINISTRY 

 Need to buy housing near W&M for UU students. Campus ministry to help gain 

members. 



W&M 
CAMPUS 

MINISTRY 

Bring young adults to campus—college students don’t want to go to “church” 

but should have a smaller dedicated space where groups can worship where 

they don’t feel they are worshipping. Bring people from campus to WUU rather 

than creating a separate congregation there. Smaller worship area for those 

gathering. Some sort of transport system to transport people from campus to 

church. 

W&M VISION 

Provide something (place at WUU) more dedicated for college students to get 

together, to have a home away from campus and to help with WUU as 

intergenerational. Need more interaction between our kids and college 

students. 

CHAPEL   
Include a smaller chapel so 9:15 service would have a smaller space to be in, 

then that could actually be set up for 9:15 circle. Not big scramble for ushers 

to rearrange furniture. 

CHAPEL   

Small chapel is a wonderful idea. There are times when I’ve come to church 

and someone was very upset, crying--there wasn’t any place to talk to her. 

Ended up having to go outside and walk around the back. 

CONCERN PLAN Have seen massive churches with no persons there—how do we be strategic 

CONCERN SIZE Need to be careful not to build too big 

NURSERY NOISE 
Maybe include a glassed-in room for noisy children so parents can see the 

service but not disturb others. 

NURSERY SPACE More nursery space 

OFFICE - 

Space for minister and staff offices.  Not sure if Fahs/Parker can be used 

differently or simply razed and make a new structure – but current space is not 

meeting current needs. 

OFFICE -   There is no space to expand. Office space is crowded 

STATISTICS GROWTH 
Sessions will bring dreams but where will the growth come from for all of this. 

Build it and they will come? Or not? Need billboards for recruiting J 



STATISTICS SIZE Sense that our numbers have leveled off- because of capacity 

GENERAL + 
Make the assumption that whatever we do will be great. It’s incredibly 

important in every way that we can. 

NAME - 

Add to our name UU.  How do people know who we are?  The name “Church” 

doesn’t work, perhaps congregation is a better term.  Want to perceived like 

other church groups 

NOISE - Noise is a problem 

PATHS WALKWAY Walkway between buildings 

PLAN FOCUS 

Been involved in a lot of capital campaigns (in the larger community). I really see 

a multi-phased approach. One of the things that has always frustruated me is 

that we try to be too many things to too many people. 

PROCESS SUGGESTION 

Do renovations that aren’t disruptive to church life (St. Stephen’s managed to 

do). Process is always going to be disruptive but there are ways to be less 

intrusive. 

QUESTION   
What activities have we NOT been able to do because we lacked the space or 

infrastructure to do it?  What activities have we been denied? 

ROOMS MEDIUM SIZE 
Medium size space needed larger than Fahs but smaller than sanctuary- for 

more than 15 to 20 size group 

SAFETY CHILDREN Fearful that every time I back out with the car that I will not see a child. 

SOUND ACOUSTICS 

Acoustic tile—sound reverberates and goes everywhere. There’s a performance 

site in Philadelphia that uses acoustic “tile” that moves or changes or morphs to 

fit the situation. 

STRATEGY PRIORITIES 

Do we need to build everything all at once? Phased approach – what is the top 

priority: space for kids and LFD? Space for community use? We should consider 

what we want to do first and not try to do everything at once. E.g., we may not 

need to make changes to the sanctuary first. 



TRANSPORTATION BUS A bus to serve students as well as an aging community 

 


